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“Making the best of it”
I don’t know how common the advice I got as a youngster is
these days. I was taught to “do the best you can with what
you’ve got.” Whatever your circumstances, be thankful and
make do. Many times this was encouragement in the face of
limited resources—hand me down clothes or adding bread
crumbs to stretch a pound of hamburger to feed seven. Part
of “making the best of it” was learning that taking good
care of what we had made it last longer. When we could
get something new, working a little harder and waiting a
little longer to get quality made a lot of sense. It seems that

perspective is often lost in today’s “throw away” mentality but, when it comes
to owning a home, the old way is the best way.
Whether a small aging cottage or very large mansion, taking care of what
we have—”Making the best of it” - makes good sense. It makes good sense
because it maintains the value of one of our largest assets. Good Business! It
makes sense because when our home is in good repair and safe, our quality
of life is better. A better life! The wonderful thing about the products that
are available today is that “making the best of what you’ve got” can mean
making it better than it ever was even when it was new. Your home being the
best it can be means it can be safer, quieter, more comfortable, with greater
convenience and less maintenance. It can look better with improved spaces
(bath or kitchen) or more space (sunroom or screen room).
So, what’s the point of my story? Pretty simple. It’s to remind you that the
Board Store is your best resource for making your home the best that it
can be. Windows & Doors, Siding & Sunrooms, Kitchens & Baths, Carpet &
Flooring—it’s all in one place. We have experienced staff to assist with design
and planning and we have skilled employees to take your project from plan
to completion. We have an excellent selection of superior quality products to
ensure your investment is justified and we have a well established reputation
for quality and service after the sale.
Consider The Board Store when making your home the best it can be. You
won’t be disappointed. Visit our showroom to explore your possibilities.
Thanks for reading.
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12 MOS.
NO PAYMENTS
NO INTEREST*

*Subject to qualifying credit approval—interest accrues
at an assumed rate of 19.99% during promotional period

but is waived if paid in full within 12 months.

What they said….

Your guys did a great job. Came on time,
got all the work done in a day.This is why
I wanted your company to do this work

for me.Also, great to have someone local.
Thanks again for such great work!

Monty Gilbertson, Stoddard


